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Autofill

Homeowners and Pool Professionals are always on alert that a pool autofill device
can run away without anyone being the wiser. No one wants to receive a large water
bill at the end of the month due to an undetected leak in the pool. And no one
wants a stuck valve overflowing the pool into the yard.

The team at Poolside Tech is pleased to announce the release of the Autofill system
for The Attendant. This feature allows you to track how much water is going into
your pool while also alerting you to abnormalities that could occur.

What's an Autofill?
Autofill systems are typically powered by a fill switch (or water level sensor) that is
triggered when the water level in your pool becomes too low. The system will begin
adding water until the sensor or switch is turned off.

The Attendant has the ability to track the runtime of the Autofill system and alert the
homeowner (and pool service pro) if the system has added more water than desired.
Homeowners and service teams can also review all fill events via the Water Quality
screen in the Poolside mobile app.

This document is intended to help you understand and configure this new
functionality so that you can further enjoy your poolside oasis!  Let’s dive in!

DANGER
READ THIS ENTIRE DOCUMENT PRIOR TO
INSTALLATION AND FOLLOW ALL
INSTRUCTIONS!
Failure to follow instructions may result in
property damage, personal injury, or death.
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Prerequisites
In order to take advantage of the Autofill system built-in to The Attendant, you will
need some way of sensing the water level and a way to automatically fill the pool
and/or spa.

You need to have the following devices installed on your system:
● A water level sensor to detect when the water level gets too low. These can

be digital (metal, probe-like prongs) or analog (like a float).

● (Optional) A second water level sensor to detect when the water level gets too
high.

● An outdoor-rated water solenoid valve that is connected to your domestic
water supply as required by your local plumbing code.

● Electrical power connections from The Attendant to the water solenoid.

● You will also need to ensure that there is at least one High or Low Voltage
Relay available on The Attendant that will be used to power the water
solenoid.

Please contact the team at Poolside Tech for a current list of the recommended
components.
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Getting Up and Running
After the hardware and electrical connections have been made, it’s time to configure
The Attendant’s settings.

Do not attempt the following if you are not 100% completely comfortable with
changing advanced installer/maintainer settings of your pool. Improper
configuration, installation and/or operation can create hazards which can cause
serious injury, property damage, or death.

You will first need to enter Installer Mode for The Attendant. You can do this by
going into the mobile app’s hamburger menu, selecting Maintenance, then Installer
Mode, and then sliding the confirmation bar left to right.

Adding the New Hardware Devices

Once you have entered Installer Mode:
○ Select Devices from the tab selector at the top. You will now see a listing of

all of the hardware devices installed.
○ Press the + (blue circle) icon to add a new device.

○ Add a new Water Level Sensor
○ Input the Name of the sensor you are configuring. (ex. “Low Water

Level Sensor”)

○ Select the Body of water this sensor is measuring.

○ Select the Port Type and Port Number of the sensor.
Port Type: This can be one of “Switch” or “Thermistor.”

If the sensor is a “float” type, select Switch. This would connect
into one of the SW1-5 ports on The Attendant.

If the sensor is a “prong” type, select Thermistor. This would
connect into one of the TS1-5 ports on The Attendant.

○ Select the Power Port and Port Number only if this sensor will be wired
through one of the low voltage H1-5 ports on The Attendant.

In some regions, the chemical properties of the water may present an
elevated risk of corrosion on “probe” type water sensors. Usually this is
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not required, however, this option, if used, will reduce how often the
sensor is energized in normal operation, resulting in a longer expected
lifetime of the sensor.

○ Select the Sensor Type - Low or High.
This defines whether the sensor detects when the water level is too low
or too high.

○ Signal Strength Threshold
This option is only available if the sensor type is set to Thermistor. This
value defines the detection offset threshold for “probe” type sensors
only. It is recommended that you leave this setting at the default (30)
until there is a reason to change.

○ Click Save

○ Add a new Autofill device
○ Input a Name for the Autofill.  (ex. “Pool Autofill”)

○ Select the Water Level Sensor (as defined above) that will control the
Autofill.

○ Select the Solenoid Valve Port Type and Port Number that the Autofill
will use to control the water solenoid valve. Select High Voltage if the
solenoid is wired to one of the high voltage relays on The Attendant.
Select Low Voltage if it is wired to one of The Attendant’s H1-5 low
voltage ports.

○ Click Save.

○ Exit Installer Mode. You can do this by first
saving all of your changes and then pressing the
back arrow in the upper left. You can then swipe
from right to left to confirm you want to exit
Installer Mode. This places The Attendant back
into normal operating mode.
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Configure the Software Controls

Once the hardware devices have been added and saved to The Attendant, you can
now configure the user settings to enable the Autofill system.

From the main menu in the mobile app, select the hamburger menu, selecting
Maintenance, then Body of Water Settings, and then Autofill.

Here you will see each body of water that is set up in The Attendant. Click on the one
that has the autofill device connected.  Configure and enable per your preference.

Enabled

By default, the Autofill system is disabled. You must toggle this option in order to
begin monitoring of your pool or spa.

Fill Rate in GPM

Input the Gallons Per Minute the water solenoid valve will be delivering to the pool
or spa.  This value will be used to calculate how much volume is being refilled.

A simple way to calculate the GPM is to measure how long it takes to fill a
one-gallon container using the water solenoid valve. Fill and refill the container 3
or 4 times and average the times together.

The formula to find GPM is 60 divided by the average in seconds it takes to fill
that one-gallon container (60 / seconds = GPM).

Example: The one-gallon container fills in 10 seconds, breakdown: 60 divided by 10
equals 6 gallons per minute.

Maximum Daily Run Time in Minutes

Input the maximum minutes per day that you would like the Autofill to operate. This
is not per-event, but the sum total of all refill events in any given day. When this
time is reached, an alert will be generated and displayed to you in the mobile app.

Fill Delay Time in Minutes

This setting defines how long The Attendant will wait to turn on the water solenoid
valve after it’s determined the water is too low. This is to help minimize false
positives due to swimming or other activity in the pool or other body of water.
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Enabling Notifications and Additional Triggers

Now that the core configuration is complete, you can choose to set up notifications
and an event trigger should your pool or spa remain in a “too low” or “too high” state.

From the main menu in the mobile app, select the hamburger menu, selecting
Maintenance, then Body of Water Settings, and then Water Level.

Here you will see each Water Level Sensor that is set up in The Attendant. Click and
configure per your preference.

Enabled

By default, this setting is disabled. You must toggle this option for the notification
and trigger to work.

Action Type

There are two available options: Action & Alert and Alert Only. Action & Alert will
trigger an event action and deliver alerts while Alert Only will only deliver alerts.

Alert After

An alert will be sent this amount of minutes (from detection) letting you know that
the water remains too low or too high. You will see these alerts on the main page of
the mobile app.

Start Delay

This option is only applicable to Action & Alert. This value defines how long The
Attendant will wait (after detection) to trigger the “Trigger Item.”

Trigger Item

After the Start Delay time, The Attendant will automatically activate the pool or spa
control you define here.  Examples are “Pool Filter” or “Negative Edge.”
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Monitoring the Autofill System

In order to check-in and monitor autofill events, you can take a look at the Water
Quality section of the mobile app. To get there from the main menu, select the
hamburger menu, then select Water Quality.

There you can find a Refill graph that will show when the Pool or Spa needed to be
refilled, and how long the Autofill was active.

In this example, the blue lines indicate when the Autofill was actively refilling the
pool and at what rate (GPM/Gallons Per Minute) the water was flowing.

You can scroll left and right on this graph to view previous events from previous days.
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● DANGER - Risk of Electric Shock. The installation of this
product must be performed by a qualified and licensed pool
technician in the jurisdiction in which it is being installed. If
there are no governing state or local requirements, a
professional with sufficient experience in pool equipment
installation and maintenance can be used to ensure that all
instructions in this manual can and will be followed exactly.

● DANGER - Risk of Electric Shock. All electrical work must be
performed by a licensed electrician and conform to all
national, state, and local codes.

● WARNING - Risk of Electric Shock. Install the controller at
least six (6) feet (2 meters) from the inside wall of the pool
and/or spa/hot tub using non-metallic plumbing. Canadian
installations must be a minimum of three (3) meters from the
water.

● WARNING - Risk of Electric Shock. Disconnect all AC power
during installation and servicing of attached equipment.

● WARNING - Risk of Electric Shock. Before removing the
high voltage cover panel from the enclosure switch off the
main power circuit breaker that supplies power to the
controller box.

● WARNING - Risk of Electric Shock. Improper installation
and/or operation can create an electrical hazard which can
cause serious injury, property damage, or death.
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